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Topic A: Africa China Relations and the Path to Africa’s Financial 
Independence

 As a citizen of an African country, I have been invested in understanding the 
external factors influencing economies in Africa. With the re-emergence of China in 
Africa, many have started to wonder how that changes the power dynamics between 
the world’s superpowers. Chinese presence in Africa extends beyond trade and goes 
all the way to the creation of cultural centers teaching mandarin to locals in African 
nations. There have been strong bilateral relations between the continent and China. 
Additionally, with the tensions between the US and China, we can see how it becomes 
essential to understand why African nations are strategic partners for China.

 This topic will also highlight the Belt Road Initiative, a scheme by the Chinese 
government to create physical connectivity to the continent. This is one of many 
infrastructural projects China has carried out on the continent. I hope that delegates 
think about the short term and long term implications of signing on to such 
infrastructural development projects for their specific countries.

 We will also look into how China’s presence is influencing the socio-political 
dynamics of the continent: from the allegations of China using Africa as a strategic ally 
to Chinese settlement in parts of the continent. We will also seek to understand the 
political implications of an Africa-China relationship and whether it has influenced the 
nature of governance on the continent. The section on governance will be explored 
further in the second topic.

 Finally, for the first topic, can we expect prosperity on the continent due to this 
stronger geopolitical and trade relations, or is it merely a neo-colonialistic ploy by 
China? I would really urge you to not only look at your country’s general policies on 
China but looking into the presidential opinions on work with China as this will inform 
your role as a delegate in this committee.
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Topic B: Creating a Framework that Ensures Security in the 
Pursuit of Democracy

 You have probably seen #blueforSudan on your social media, but there have 
been several cases where the security and peace of a country are threatened after 
a coup d’etat or elections across the continent in this decade. I picked this as our 
second topic because there have not been any formal frameworks for how the African 
Union should respond to violence during government transitions. 

 For this topic, we will explore the different kinds of governance systems and 
how they have impeded or facilitated the peaceful transfer of power in most African 
nations. This topic will open your minds to understand the intricacies of democracy 
as practiced in Africa. We will explore nuances to governance that are far from pure 
democracies such as the US. Are Africa’s leaders simply dictators and is that the 
worst form of governance? There will be many audacious statements on governance 
so delegates should prepare strong position papers on their country’s form of 
governance. You will also understand the role of the free press in African democracies.

 I hope you take the time to look at how often your country has elections, if 
any, the track record for how peaceful the elections are, and the role of third-party 
observers such as the EU in elections. Are there any lessons learned?

 Be ready to bring presidential personalities to the committee as the AU is sat on 
by Heads of State! I hope you are excited to learn about Africa’s current critical issues 
as much as we have enjoyed researching both topics.


